Product Information Bulletin
PRODUCT: Automatic Water Leveller MKII
ISSUED: June 2004

No: PG 06 REV 1
SECTION: General
PROD No: 29319

This product will replace the Automatic Water Leveller (Prod No 29316) once all stock has been sold.
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Skimmer Extension Ring (Sold Separately)
60mm extension prod no: 624105

Lid and Dress Ring Assembly

Lid, Dress Ring and Extension Ring
Assembly (upside-down)

Lid and Dress Ring

The Waterco Automatic Water Leveller MkII adds to the leisure time of the pool owner by eliminating the need to
keep an eye on the water level.
In maintaining the correct level, this handy pool accessory also does away with the risk of an expensive pump
failure brought about by starvation of water through evaporation or leakage.
This feature is of particular benefit to the person who is often away from home.
Features

Benefits

Low cost addition

Economical installation

Unattended water filling of pool

Owner absence without the worry of pump failure due to
water loss with evaporation or leak

Fully automatic operation

No constant attention contributes to more leisure time

No electrical connections or complicated
valves

Simple servicing and connection

Water level alteration

Easy control of pool water height

Overflow connection

Automatic drain of overfilled pool

Dress Ring

Neat and tidy installation at, or below, ground level
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Application
The Waterco Automatic Water Leveller MkII is placed in the ground at a convenient location near the pool. It is
plumbed to a separate inlet from the pool with 40mm UPVC pipe, overflow with 25mm PVC and to the fresh water
supply with 15mm (1/2”) copper pipe.
The leveller remains inactive until the pool water level drops below, or rises above, the correct level. If the water
level falls below the correct level, the leveller will put water into the pool by opening the Brass Float Valve. If the
water level rises above the correct level (for example during/after heavy rain) the excess water will flow out of the
pool through the overflow drain in the leveller.
Installation
Install the unit in a suitable place with consideration of the following.
1. Ensure normal water run off in rain is not excessive into the unit
2. Ensure dirt, leaves or other matter cannot fall or run off into the unit e.g. in a garden with a unit that is well
below the surface level and steep sloping sides to the garden bed height (see Fig 1).

Fig 1: Example of a poor installation.
The leveller is installed well below
ground level with steep sloping sides
leading to the surface.
3. Ensure that access to the unit is easy and free from obstructions for service requirements
4. Ensure that there is mains water to the area of installation.
5. The water leveller can be installed either at ground level or below ground level as shown in Fig 2.
A below ground level installation is one where the rim of the water leveller would be below ground level. For below
ground level installations, the Waterco Skimmer Extension Ring (Product No: 624105), which is compatible with the
Automatic Water Leveller MkII, can be placed between the leveller and the dress ring (see Fig 2.b)). The extension
rings are designed so you can use more than one in a single installation, giving you more flexibility with the
installation. This eliminates the need for additional tubing.
Install the water leveller so that when the pool is filled to the desired level, the water level inside the leveller will be
as deep as the height of the inlet hole but not as deep as the drain hole (refer to Fig 2 for an example). Note that
the desired level of the water in the pool should generally be half way up the skimmer box opening. Also make
sure the overflow port is located below the overflow level of the pool.
Connect the inlet pipe to the side of the pool with 40mm UPVC piping. The pipe should be installed as deep in the
pool as possible. At the very least, the pipe should be deep enough in the pool to ensure the surface wave action
in the pool will not expose the pipe in the pool wall. This will ensure the surface wave action in the pool is not
transmitted to the water leveller.
Connect the copper, fresh water supply pipe to the unit and check for leaks. The attachment is made for 15mm
(1/2”) copper pipe.
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Please check with you local council authority regarding the use of back flow prevention device before
installation. In some areas it is mandatory that a back flow prevention device be fitted to the water leveller to
prevent any chemical residue being passed back into the municipal water supply.
Ensure that the water level will not reach the outlet nozzle of the leveller under normal circumstances; connect the
25mm overflow port to prevent this from happening.
After filling the swimming pool to the desired level with water, only if required, adjust the water leveller to the
desired level by simply (gently) bending the float arm. The float should sit on the surface of the water, or be partly
(less than half) submerged, with the Brass Float Valve closed.

Fig 2.a)

Water inlet pipe connection 15mm (1/2”) copper
Weight 2.5kg

Fig 2.b)

Fig 2.a) Installing the leveller at ground level
Fig 2.b) Installing the leveller below ground level
Maintenance
Inspect the unit to ensure that it does not become clogged with dirt and debris which may affect the performance of
the water leveller.
Generally, the need to service the unit will be obvious if the unit fails to fill the pool or drain it in conditions that
would normally require these actions.
Warranty
This unit is covered by a 12 month warranty against faulty materials and workmanship. Please refer to the detailed
warranty booklet provided.
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